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Douglas meets Iraqi women And stresses the development of the press
Iraqi women journalists in US Embassy

Iraq, 29.03.2018, 23:40 Time

USPA NEWS - Translated by Saif Hamid Wanas

On Tuesday, March 27, the US Ambassador to Iraq, Mr. Douglas Soliman, met with a number of Iraqi women journalists. The meeting
discussed issues related to the post-emergency phase, economic development and the reality of media women in Iraq and ways to
develop them.

At the beginning of the meeting, the ambassador congratulated the Iraqi forces on the victories achieved on ISIS

He stressed: The process of liberation achieved did not mean that the ideas and rebellion, which wants to create an advocate has
ended

The United States will work with the Iraqi government and security forces

To provide economic support for the reconstruction of liberated areas

He also stressed the need to search for women in liberated areas had the same story and the courage of Umm Qusay in the face of a
call to deliver to the media to identify the world to those national figures.

An important and constructive discussion was held between the Ambassador and the media about the need to develop the capabilities
of Iraqi female journalists through the establishment of courses and workshops to develop their skills so that they can contribute

Douglas meets Iraqi women
And stresses the need to develop the capabilities of female journalists
And active participation in the upcoming elections for change
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